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Antonym 

Word Antonym Word Antonym 

abroad home defence attack 

absence presence Deny admit 

accept refuse Depart arrive 

adult child Depth height 

alive dead Die live 

ancient modern Difficult easy 

answer question Dirty clean 

arrive depart disperse gather 

asleep awake Divide multiply 

attack defence Down up 

back front Drunk sober 

backward forward Dry wet 

bad good Dull bright 

barren fertile Early late 

beautiful ugly East west 

bent straight Easy difficult 

better worse Empty full 

big small Enemy friend/ally 

bitter sweet entrance exit 

black white Evening morning 

bottom top Ever never 

bright dull everywhere nowhere 

broad narrow Exit entrance 

buy sell Expand contract 

captive free Explain Confuse 

catch throw failure success 

cheap expensive/dear faint bold 

clean dirty fair unfair/dark 

clever stupid false true 

cold hot familiar unfamiliar 

come go famous unknown 

conceal reveal fancy simple/plain 
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combine separate far near 

confined free fat thin 

Confirm deny feeble strong 

Confuse explain few many 

contract expand first last 

Correct incorrect foolish wise 

Damp dry foreign native 

Dark light/fair found lost 

Day night free confined 

Deep shallow friend enemy 

Defeat victory front back 

frown smile native foreigner 

full empty near far 

future past never always 

generous mean new old 

gather disperse night day 

go come no yes 

good bad noise Silence 

guilty innocent none all 

hard soft north south 

hate love nowhere everywhere 

heavy light numerous few 

height depth often seldom 

here there old new 

hide reveal open closed, shut 

high low out in 

hollow solid past future 

home abroad peace war 

honest dishonest permanent temporary 

Hot cold plural singular 

Humble proud polite rude, impolite 

ignorant knowledgeable poor rich 

immense minute, tiny poverty wealth 

inferior superior powerful powerless, helpless 
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innocent guilty praise condemn 

join separate present absent 

junior senior private public 

child adult prosperity poverty 

land sea proud humble 

last first purchase sell 

late early question answer 

light heavy/dark quiet noisy 

live dead/die rapid slow 

long short refuse accept 

lost found retire advance 

loud soft retreat advance 

love hate reveal conceal 

low high rich poor 

maximum minimum right wrong/left 

minimum maximum rough smooth 

minority majority rude polite/courteous 

miserable happy sad happy 

modern ancient safety danger 

morning evening seldom often 

mountain valley sell buy 

moving stationary senior junior 

multiply divide shallow deep 

narrow wide short long 

show hide there here 

shut open these those 

singular plural throw catch 

slow fast tiny enormous 

small large top bottom 

smooth rough truth untruth 

sober drunk those these 

soft hard ugly beautiful 

solid hollow unite separate 

sour sweet vague clear 
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south north valley mountain/hill 

stale fresh victory defeat 

stationary mobile war peace 

steep gradual weak strong 

straight crooked wealth poverty 

strong weak west east 

stupid clever wet dry 

success failure white black 

summer winter wild tame 

superior inferior wise unwise 

sweet bitter worse better 

take give wrong right 

tall short yes no 

tame wild young old 

temporary permanent   

able unable kind unkind 

acceptable unacceptable known unknown 

aware unaware load unload 

certain uncertain likely unlikely 

comfortable uncomfortable lucky unlucky 

common uncommon necessary unnecessary 

conscious unconscious pleasant unpleasant 

controlled uncontrolled reasonable unreasonable 

do (verb) undo (verb) safe unsafe 

educated uneducated screw unscrew 

employed unemployed selfish unselfish 

employment unemployment steady unsteady 

expected unexpected succesful unsuccesful 

fair unfair tidy untidy 

fashionable unfashionable usual unusual 

happy unhappy usually unusually 

just unjust willing unwilling 

lock unlock wise unwise 

advantage disadvantage loyal disloyal 
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approve disapprove obey disobey 

connect disconnect order disorder 

content discontent pleasure displeasure 

like dislike   

convenient inconvenient famous infamous 

correct incorrect human inhuman 

direct indirect audible inaudible 

essential inessential visible invisible 

mortal immortal polite impolite 

modest immodest possible impossible 

moral immoral proper improper 

patient impatient pure impure 

perfect imperfect   

legal illegal behave misbehave 

legible illegible trust mistrust 

regular irregular normal abnormal 

sense nonsense   

careful careless pitiful pitiless 

cheerful cheerless pitiless pitiless 

joyful joyless useful useless 

merciful merciless   

ascend descend external internal 

encourage discourage increase decrease 

export import inside outside 

exterior interior   
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PRC Lectures 

PRC-1 Business Writing and Comprehension Skills 

https://youtube.com/playlist?list=PLz55xxgANwEyiMM4PZS48RFYpYoLjk2oS 

PRC-2 Quantitative Methods 

https://youtube.com/playlist?list=PLz55xxgANwExEQFawz2vikixTFrOZq9il 

PRC-3 Principles of Economics 

https://youtube.com/playlist?list=PLz55xxgANwExGCTSO7d2HvU202kSIj2KM 

PRC-4 Introduction to Accounting 

https://youtube.com/playlist?list=PLz55xxgANwEym7Wj7uQxsvPr1sIlCBK9O 

PRC-5 Introduction to Business 
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PRC Notes, Study Material, Test  
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